BUILDING A RESILIENT SUPPLY CHAIN

**Business Challenges**

- **56%**
  - Drop in weekly trade transactions during mid-February in China

- **4 days**
  - Time taken to identify outdated supplier information across partners and customers

- **81%**
  - Organizations not confident about their suppliers’ data

- **27 days**
  - Typical duration for which small businesses have cash reserves to remain solvent

**Let’s rethink** **Supply Chain collaboration**

- **Unobstructed Production Activity**
  - Reduce dependency on specific geo or vendors for raw material and supplies

- **Improve Order Fulfilment Rates**
  - Identify new local partners to hedge procurement risks and receive shipments faster

- **Dynamic Decisions during Contingencies**
  - Predictive dashboards with aggregated view to determine best-alternative sourcing
OUR VALUE PROPOSITION

**DIVERSIFY UPSTREAM SUPPLIERS**
- Improved **PREDICTABILITY** around procurement
- Extended **VISIBILITY** across value chain tiers
- Manage supplier risks with **DEEPER** engagement

**UNLOCK REVENUE GROWTH**
- Business **CONTINUITY** amidst supply-chain imbalances
- Build a **COLLABORATIVE** business ecosystem
- Diversify portfolio and **WIDEN** consumer base

**GIVE BACK TO COMMUNITY**
- Improve **COMPLIANCE** to sustainability initiatives
- Proof of RESPONSIBLE sourcing and **INCLUSIVITY**
- Incentivize suppliers and propagate **SHARED VALUE**

**Technology Enablers**

- Enterprise Blockchain
- Mobile APIs
- IoT Sensors
- Mobile Apps
- Secure QR Code
- IPFS
- Predictive Analytics

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com